
GETTING INTO WEBCOMICS 

A BROAD OVERVIEW OF SOME CLASSIC AND CURRENT WEBCOMICS, SHOWING THE DIVERSITY AND SCOPE OF THE 

MEDIUM. 

A. Non-story Comics: Gag-a-day or observational comics 

 

Horne, Emila and Comaeu, Joey. A SOFTER WORLD. http://www.asofterworld.com/, 2003. Web. 

A dark and surreal photographic comic. The strips consist of three panels of the same photo framed 

three different ways, with narrative text superimposed on the images. The comic’s humor is dark and 

can border on obscene. The subjects range from tragic to terrifying to bittersweet, and its sparse 

delivery creates surprising emotional depth. Winner of the 2007 Web Cartoonists’ Choice Awards in 

“Outstanding Photographic Comic.” Complete. Fiction, HOR.  

 

 

North, Ryan. DINOSAUR COMICS. http://www.qwantz.com/, 2003. Web. 

A constrained comic where the art and layout are the exact same in every strip, with only the dialogue changing. 

Despite the limited style, North manages to keep the formula interesting with clever writing and relatable 

concepts. There is no continuity but each strip stands on its own and is frequently laugh out loud funny. 

Nominated for a Lulu Blooker Prize in 2006, and winner of the Web Cartoonists’ Choice Awards for its category 

in 2005. Ongoing. Fiction, NOR. 

B. Down To Earth: Slice of Life Comics 

Jaques, Jeph. QUESTIONABLE CONTENT. http://www.questionablecontent.net/, 2003. Web. 

A comic revolving around the lives of the staff at the coffee shop. The hipster baristas at Coffee of 

Doom use witty bander to deal with family drama, sentient robots, and their own burgeoning 

relationships. The plot moves at an almost glacial pace which lets it explore each character’s 

development to the fullest. It has been nominated for multiple Webcomic Cartoonists’ Choice Awards, 

and won four categories across three years, including Best Romance Comic and Best Character Writing. 

Ongoing. Fiction, JAQ. 

 

Milholland, R.K. SOMETHING*POSITIVE. http://www.somethingpositive.net/, 2001. Web.  

A long-running comic that started as a bet, Something Positive has evolved from a darkly humorous 

and hyperbolic vent comic into a richly populated, clever and occasionally sentimental work. In it, 

Milholland addresses depression, suicide, loss and found family alongside over-the-top black 

humor. The simple art style belies the emotional complexity found within, and the diverse and 

expansive cast offer a multitude of perspectives to explore. The comic has won the Web 

Cartoonists Choice Awards twice, for Outstanding Character Writing and Best 

Dramatic Comic. Ongoing. Fiction, MIL.  

Mulligan, Brennan Lee. STRONG FEMALE PROTAGONIST. http://strongfemaleprotagonist.com/, 2012. Web. 

Although it’s in a setting with fantastic elements, Strong Female Protagonist focuses mostly on the inner life of 

retired superhero Allison Greene. As a nineteen year old college student, Allison tries to deal with the questions of 

power, responsibility, systemic oppression and good versus evil, as well as witnessing the effects others create 

with their superhero personas. Mulligan deploys a deft touch in the writing, and artist Molly Ostertag shines in the 
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weighty parts of the story while balancing the more mundane sequences with flat colors and light inks. Ongoing. Fiction, MUL. 

C. Tripping the Light Fantastic: Speculative Fiction and Amazing Epics 

Burlew, Rich. ORDER OF THE STICK. http://www.giantitp.com/, 2003. Web. 

A humorous stick figure comic set in a Dungeons & Dragons game, Order of the Stick tells the story of a 

group of adventurers out to save the world. Although it started out as a gag-a-day comic, the plot and 

characterization have evolved into a complex and fascinating story. The story and humor are highly 

metatextual, with characters that frequently address the audience or reference the arbitrary game rules 

that govern their universe. The comic has won multiple awards, and its print prequel Start of Darkness 

was nominated for an Eagle Award. Ongoing. Fiction, BUR. 

 

Dahm, Evan. RICE BOY. http://www.rice-boy.com/, 2006. Web. 

A surreal fantasy epic about a broken world and the prophecy intended to set it right, Rice Boy follows the 

adventures of the titular character and the immortal robot who serves as his herald. The setting is bizarre 

and lush, the characters complex and surprising, and the plot pulls the reader in with surprising strength. 

Dahm’s art draws out the impossibly nature of the creatures portrayed onscreen, and the plot possesses 

many unexpected twists that serve to create a unique and memorable story. It is the first story set in 

Dahm’s Overside universe. Complete. Fiction, DAH. 

 

Stevenson, Noelle. NIMONA. http://gingerhaze.com/nimona, 2012.  

A story about a Bond-esque villain and his minion in a setting that mixes fantasy and science, Nimona 

follows Lord Ballister Blackheart and his newest minion, the shapeshifting punk Nimona, as they 

challenge a corrupt authority and the heroic knights which uphold it. As plots are thwarted and secrets 

are revealed, Blackheart’s motives grow complex, but Nimona may be far more than she claims to be. 

Nimona is a one-shot story which also exists in print, and has won multiple awards including the 2012 

Cartoonist Studio Prize. Complete. Fiction, STE. 

 

D. Make ‘Em Think: Educational Comics 

E.  

Beaton, Kate. HARK! A VAGRANT. http://www.harkavagrant.com/, 2007. Web. 

A gag comic centered on historical figures and classic fictional characters, Hark! A Vagrant  is simply but 

expressively illustrated. The humor is witty, irreverent and intellectual, and the references to art, history 

and literature entertain and educate readers. Beaton’s artistic style works particularly well with her 

exquisite sense of comic timing. The comic has won a multitude of awards, including multiple Harvey 

awards, and has topped the New York Times bestselling list. Ongoing. Fiction, BEA.  

 

Munroe, Randall. XKCD. https://xkcd.com/, 2005. Web. 

 A stick figure comic that delves into science, philosophy, humor, and programming, XKCD has won 

multiple awards since its creation. Munroe uses his surprisingly expressive stick figures to discuss whatever 

catches his interest in an engaging way. Many strips are educational as well as entertaining and provide an 

accessible introduction to various subjects. In 2014 it received a Hugo for the interactive strip “Time.” 

Ongoing. Fiction, MUN. 
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